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Guide your community 
through all the hazards, 

reducing disasters.

 Very good! You 
remembered to develop a 

family emergency plan. Now 
you are better prepared. 

Throw again.

     You helped to 
clean a polluted river
    Advance six 
   spaces.

Keep rivers clean
to prevent disasters

    Danger! A 
house was built 
  on unstable ground.
     Go  back  three 
         spaces.

            Houses built near an
 active volcano! Stay 
away from the area.
Go back 2 spaces.

Your 
community

 has been cutting 
down too many 
trees. Go back to

 the start.

          La Niña warning 
          is shared. There is 
      danger of flooding. Go back   
           three spaces

  There was a flood in 
        your community 
            and you helped to
               evacuate your
                friends. Advance 
                 4 spaces. 

           At school, you 
           and RC 143 
        Youth prepared 
     a risk map. Advance 
    7 spaces.

    Skip one turn so you 
 can get ready case 
 there are aftershocks.

     You got under 
a table to protect 
yourself from the 
earthquake Advance 
4 spaces.

 You looked for 
   information on 
disaster prevention
  and environmental
 protection. Advance7
                   spaces

                    You planted 
           seedlings to prevent
             landslides. Advance
             along this special
               path.

          
            You discovered a 
          flash flood on its way     
           downriver. Advance 
           five spaces to       
            warn your
            community.

                    The 
         factories in your 
       community have polluted 
           the river. Go back four
               spaces

                Someone dropped 
          a cigarette in the forest 
          and started a fire. 
         Advance 4 spaces to 
    warn the firefighters.

              El Niño
       warning is shared:   
      Danger of drought
        leaves us without
    enough food. You will
     have to reinforce 
     children’s diet with 
     dietary supplements 
     and make sure that
     babies are getting 
       mother’s milk. 
      Skip one turn.

                 You discovered a 
      landslide hazard. Advance two 
         spaces to warn the 
                 community

There have been increasing water 
shortages and your community did 

nothing to conserve water. 
Skip one turn

          Tsunami warning! 
    You must be evacuated to   
          higher ground. 
            Advance 2 
               spaces.

       A bridge is 
   in poor condition. 

Fix it and 
advance two 

spaces

"You have 
learned how to 

prevent disasters. 
You, your friends and 

your community arrived 
safe and sound."

Adopted from the Riskland Board Game by
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   You shared 
   with your family 
       that higher 
         temperatures
          caused by 
           climate change
           have led to an
            increase in 
            dengue- and 
           malaria- carrying
           mosquitos.
           Roll again


